The project «City for citizens, citizens for city» was fundedwith the
support of the European Union under the Programme
"Europe for Citizens"
Applicable to the Action 1 – Measure 1.2 "Networks of Twinned Towns"
Seven major events have been carried out within this project. Some of these major events
were preceded or followed by some smaller events or interventions. Detailed description is
provided below.

Event 1 – Discussion and volunteering event in Prievidza
Participation: The event involved 80 citizens including 2 participants from Prague, the Czech
Republic.
Location / Dates: The event took place in Prievidza, Slovakia from 13/09/2013 to
14/09/2013
Short description: The activities in Prievidza were organized in a cooperation of the initiative
Parkotvor, SGI, and the Prievidza municipality, which all aimed for reviving the Skotna Park
in Prievidza, Slovakia and transforming it with a help of locals reflecting their preferences.
The Skotna Park in Prievidza is located next to the Dlha Street (under the Marian hill) and is
the widest greenery near the city centre. Nowadays the park is not fully used in accordance
with its potential. There are few park benches, small coniferous forest, and a few fruit trees
as a reminiscence of gardens that used to be here. There are several table tennis tables,
which used to be a part of a bigger playground in the past.
The kick-off event was organized on Friday, 13 September. The event was very complex. It
started with creative participatory workshops for kids in the park, continued with an
informative guided walks for the wide public on past, present and future of the park. Local
historians, architects, and urban planners, who talked about specificities of the park, hosted
these workshops. Interviewers conducted 200 interviews with the locals during the day,
which helped them to collect precious and interesting perceptions on the park. Visitors could
also create their own emotional/mental map of the park, which identified places that they
perceived positively or negatively, places that they wanted to keep or wanted to change. The
most crucial part of the event was the public discussion with citizens, activists, architects,
and representatives of the Prievidza municipality led by experienced facilitator Ing. arch.
ZoraPauliniova. The main aim of the discussion was to identify citizens’ needs and
preferences in the park. The event was received with a great interest of citizens among
different age groups. Twelve participants represented the municipality of Prievidza, two
represented SGI, and five represented the initiative Parkotvor, the rest was engaged public
interested in the future of the park.
Apart from this event, which was planned in the project, SGI and Parkotvor in cooperation
with the municipality of Prievidza and volunteers organized several volunteering events
during which they cleaned the park and accommodated several suggestions that were
presented in the discussion. This first event was a catalyst for many others. It helped to

create a vibrant community that "adopted" the park and has further plans with it.
Event 2 – Discussion and volunteering event in Siret
Participation: The event involved 184 citizens.
Location / Dates: The event took place in Siret, Romania, from 21/9/2013 to
16/10/2013
Short description: The Siret municipality only organized the events in Siret as there was no
local NGO partner involved in the project. However, two other institutions were invited to
participate - a local high school, and hospital, which contributed to the project significantly. In
Siret, there were four events realized. Within the first two events realized on 28 September
and 5 October inhabitants were invited to a discussion on the public spaces. They were
encouraged to present their ideas and suggestions about future town development and they
also identified the downtown parks as public spaces that demanded urgent intervention.
Based on suggestions from citizens, the external company developed a series of
designs/proposals that reflected the ideas received from citizens. The municipality is
continuously searching for the funding opportunities to realize these proposals.
Two other events organized on 21 September and16 October were volunteering events,
which were also focused on the downtown parks. Local inhabitants, students and patients of
theChronic Psychiatric Hospital were included and had a chance to contribute to their
improvement.
Event 3 – Discussion and volunteering event in Vulcan
Participation: The event involved 150 citizens.
Location / Dates: The event took place in Vulcan, Romania, from 25/10/2013 to
26/10/2013
Short description: The Vulcan municipality implemented the project activities in Vulcan since
there was no other local NGO partner involved. The activities consisted of two major
events/activities - discussion and volunteering event. On October 25, the municipality
representatives went to the streets of Vulcan to discuss the project with locals, to collect
their ideas on volunteering and their perception of municipality and its work. Next day, the
Mayor of Vulcan organized an open discussion and meeting with inhabitants in the Town
Hall. More than a hundred inhabitants attended the event, among them high school
students, teachers, volunteers, seniors, town hall employees and many others. The Mayor
spoke about the municipality and its role and possibilities. Other municipality representative
discussed volunteering and relevant legislation. They both encouraged the participants to
come up with the ideas on how to improve public spaces and services in the town, discuss
their problems with regards to urban development.
The discussion was followed by a series of volunteering events, which took place in Vulcan
throughout December 2013. Approximately 150 citizens attended those events. The main
aim of volunteering events was to support needy children in the region. The municipality
organized creative workshops where inhabitants could both learn something new and create
nice gifts for needy children. This event was well accepted and inhabitants agreed to repeat
it annually before Christmas.

Throughout the whole project the citizens could approach the municipality with their
opinions and suggestions on the new projects they would like to implement from the EU
funds in the next financial period, 2014 - 2020. They had an opportunity to write, call or
visit the Town Hall and discuss at the Project Office needs of their communities.
In this project inhabitants also expressed their wish to transform the place in front of
the Town Hall to more attractive place offering more social interactions. Together with
volunteers the municipality fitted new banks, and planted flowers. In near vicinity a

commemorative board with the information on the project was built.

Event 4 – Participatory planning and volunteering event in Bratislava
Participation: The event involved 80 citizens including 2 participants from the city of Prague,
the Czech Republic.
Location / Dates: The event took place in Bratislava, Slovakia from 26/09/2013 to
26/09/2013
Short description: The project activities in Bratislava were realized in cooperation of
Slovak Governance Institute (SGI) with the municipality Bratislava – Novemesto.
They decided to intervene in the playground at the Osadna Street in Bratislava.
The playground at the Osadna Street is quite large and green. However, it is neglected and
although it is visited by a large number of either parents with children living in nearby flats
and houses or by teachers with children visiting nearby Preschool and Grammar school, yet
there is no community created around the playground. Even regular visitors do not know
each other.
SGI decided to find out the needs and preferences of the visitors of the playground and
reflect these in the planned interventions. Therefore, it organized participatory planning
event on 26 September where the team of interviewers conducted around 40 interviews with
locals and collected precious and interesting information about the playground, and its
perceptions by children of various age, their parents, grandparents, and teachers.
For the interviews, individual semi-structured interviews with the playground visitors parents, children, seniors, groups of Preschool pupils and Grammar school pupils from
nearby Preschool and Grammar school at the Česká street were chosen as a research
method. Interviewees were asked questions from a unified questionnaire, but also had a
space to express their own suggestions and recommendations. The collected data revealed
that visitors are happy that they have such big and green playground in the neighborhood.
Still, they suggested several financially non-demanding and easily implemented changes
that will make the playground more attractive. When it came to less demanding
interventions, they suggested repairing benches, creating a chalk drawing table at the wall,
covering for the sandbox and fitting the wooden pallets around the sandbox in the front part
of the playground or stocking the tennis table and growing new trees in the back part of the
playground. Among more demanding interventions mentioned, a drinking water fountain,
roof above the sandbox and new playground elements was suggested in the front of the
playground and a new surface for the ball games pitch and ice rink during winter months.
This participatory planning event was a great start for the following activities, such as
volunteering activities or pick-nicks, which demonstrated to locals that it is up to them to
create a programme in the park and helped to create a local community there.
Event 5 – Discussion and walk in Prague
Participation: The event involved 70 citizens, including two participants from the city of
Bratislava, Slovakia, and one participant from the city of Prievidza, Slovakia.
Location / Dates: The event took place in Prague, the Czech Republic from
23/10/2013 to 23/10/2013
Short description: In Prague the projects activities were implemented by the NGO
Prague Mothers. Although they did not have any official partner in the project in
Prague, they cooperated with the municipality - City District of Prague 2.
The first event that they organized was a community happening in the Klicovforrest in
Vysocany, Prague which celebrated walking as an alternative for short distance transport in
the city. The event with the character of an intimate neighborhood festivity included fire,
roasting and homemade cakes. The visitors took part in a “battle game” within which they
fulfilled various tasks. Besides questions with pedestrian topic, they also guessed how long it

takes for various artificial materials to fall apart in nature, got to know and recognize types of
trees etc. The event was a great success and contributed to community building.
The second major project event organized by the Prague mothers in cooperation with
theCity District of Prague 2 was a meeting of representatives of the municipality – the City
District of Prague 2 and citizens, which was organized on 23 October. The discussion was
mainly focused on the results and efficiency of the online project
”Chodcisobe.cz”, which enables citizens to submit their complaints to themunicipalities. The
purpose of the meeting in the City Hall of Prague 2 was to present results of one and half
year service of the online project Chodcisobe.cz and look for an agreement on improving
communication between the municipality on one side, and online project administration and
citizens on the other side to make cooperation between them as effective as possible.
Presentations by project users, municipality representatives and following discussion
revealed that the biggest problem are unclear competencies and a tangle of relations
between City Districts on one side and the City resp. TSK (Technical Administration of
Communications) on the other. The City Districts are mostly upset that complaints of citizens
are often sent to them according to their localization and not according to the liability to solve
them and finance the improvements. City of Prague is an owner of more than 90% of
communications, but all the complaints are sent to City Districts that cannot be either solved
or financed by them. During this event other projects such as „LadímePrahu“
(We are tuning Prague) of the Institute for City Development andOdkazprestarostu.sk of SGI
in Bratislava, from which the Prague Mothers took over
Chodcisobe.cz were presented to the audience of the meeting.
Later in the day the Prague Mothers organized a “sightseeing guided walk“ for participants in
the streets of the City District of Prague 2 to show a real impact of the online project
Chodcisobe.cz on life in the City of Prague. For instance the City District of Prague 2
installed along the FN building (University Hospital) pillars, which prevent cars to park deep
into the pavement and thus ensure wheelchair users and parents with prams have sufficient
space to move around on the sidewalk. This measure based on citizens' complaint
submitted through Chodcisobe.cz is an excellent example how citizens could achieve a
change if they are engaged.
Event 6 – Participatory and volunteering events in Tirana
Participation: The event involved 170 citizens.
Location / Dates: The event took place in Tirana, Albania from 16/09/2013 to
23/10/2013
Short description: The events in Tirana, Albania were organized in cooperation of
Co-PLAN Institute for Habitat Development and the Kashar - Tirana municipality.
First, the days between 16/09/2013 - 30/09/2013 were dedicated to the participatory
planning workshop facilitated by a moderator, and experts in the field of urban planning,
architecture, and art design, and to consultations with the community concerning the issue to
be resolved, their vision, expectations, and suggestions to be taken into account by the
workshop team. The aim of the events was to gauge the community needs and expectations
to ensure that the urban intervention was participatory and reflective of a genuine community
concern. CO-Plan held three consultative meetings, at different times of the day, so to
maximize the number of community involved in the recreational site designation and
implementation. All residents living in the area shared in common the concern of lacking
public spaces, which was particularly worrying in the case of children and the elderly, as two
of the most exposed groups to the street perils. In most cases the community members were
grateful and approving of the ideas suggested by the workshop participants; children
expressed precise wishes concerning preferences in colors and concrete children cartoons
which were also accommodated in the project.
Second, the days of 01/10/2013 – 23/10/2013 were dedicated to the implementation of the
urban Intervention on the site. The aim of the event was to realize the urban intervention
based on the project and elements developed during the workshop. Over a period of nearly

three weeks, the team had to work on a number of processes in order to prepare the site to
‘host’ the recreational area. First, in collaboration with the local authorities the terrain had to
be cleaned, and leveled, removing waste and excessive construction materials, which had
been deposited on site. Further, the area had to be marked, clearly assigning the positions
where the elements would be incorporated, for optimal safety of the children playing. As the
elements were transported to the site, a talented painter fulfilled children’s wishes by
painting a mural consisting of their favorite cartoon or film characters such as Mr. Bean,
Hello Kitty, Spiderman, etc. Most elements required for intensive manual work and time in
order for the cement to settle, and paint, dry.
The day of 24/10/2013 was dedicated to the inauguration of the urban Intervention, which
was a Recreational Area for mainly for the children and the elderly, and the community. The
aim of the event was to launch the recreational area and encourage citizens to not only
maintain it, but also to use this as a model that could be implemented in other
neighborhoods also. The event was organized on site, with the participation of the local
authorities, workshop moderator, project coordinator, residents, and children. Residents and
the local authorities were very appreciative of the result and of the original approach adopted
in preparing the recreational area elements through recyclable materials. The local
authorities agreed to maintain the site in collaboration with the students.
All local events were designed to include mostly local inhabitants and encourage them to
volunteer.
Event 7 – Final conference City for citizens, citizens for city in Bratislava
Participation: The event involved 130 citizens, including 2 participants from the city of Tirana,
Albania; 3 participants from the city of Siret, Romania; 13 participants from the city of
Vulcan, Romania; 3 participants from the city of Prague, the Czech Republic;2 participants
from the city of Brno, the Czech Republic (invited by the Czech partner), 5 participants from
the City of Prievidza, Slovakia.Our project partner from the Czech Republicalso invited 3
participants from the city of Budapest, Hungary and 1 participant from the city of Katovice,
Poland as speakers at the conference since they represented organizations, which have a
successful experience in engaging volunteers, cooperating with municipalities and
transforming public space, which could be easily repeatable in all partner countries.
Location / Dates: The event took place in Bratislava, Slovakia, from 24/03/2014 to
27/03/2014
Short description: The conference organized in Bratislava discussed volunteerism, cities,
online and offline activism that improves them, and meaningful cooperation between
municipalities, private and non-profit sector, and public. It posed different important
questions such as How are our cities? What do we know about them? Who identifies
himself/herself with public space – municipality, public or is it a no man's land? Who should
be involved in decision-making concerning public space? What is the role of an individual
and what can s/he change? What data do we have about the cities? How do we work with
these data? International and Slovak guests tried to respond these and many other
questions.
The conference lasted four days and had very diverse program. First day was mainly
dedicated to the project City for citizens, citizens for city, and its outputs. All project partners
attended the event and presented their project outcomes. Second day was dedicated to the
topic of volunteerism. Some Slovak initiatives were presented, and discussion with the
municipalities followed. Local and foreign online tools for improving the cities were presented
on the third day. The forth day was dedicated to local Slovak initiative that improves public
spaces. Besides presentations there were practical workshops led by experienced trainers.
The workshops discussed work with volunteers, communication and creating good and solid
arguments for your cause, participatory planning and two legal workshops advised on the
topics of illegal buildings and parking. The language of the conference was English, Slovak,

and Czech. Interpretation from/to English was provided during the whole conference.
Publication:
Another outcome of the project is the publication City for citizens, citizens for city on activism
published by the Slovak Governance Institute in cooperation with some project partners.
This publication discusses the changes, which public spaces in post-communist countries
have gone through. Decades of forced limitation or even deprivation of private property
ownership resulted in very individualistic approach, which is characterized by perceiving
public spaces as transitional places between work and leisure. Nobody claims ownership of
public spaces, neither municipalities nor inhabitants, and therefore they suffer of long-term
neglect. Yet all of these places have a great potential to become inclusive places where
people representing various socio-economic groups like to spend their time, and socialize.
This publication aims to demonstrate the above through a series of case studies on activism
in public spaces in Albania, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia. It brings the best practice
examples of how any neglected public space could be transformed to an attractive and
vibrant place reflecting needs and preferences of inhabitants and potential visitors. Case
studies aim to identify decisive factors, which led to the success of initiatives transforming
public spaces and provide others interested in reviving public spaces with valid
recommendations helping them to repeat the success. Some of urban interventions in
Prievidza, Prague, and Tirana mentioned in this publication represent project outcomes and
practical examples proving the power of volunteering and potential of public spaces, which if
well used could transform our cities to vibrant, but safe and enjoyable places to live. All
described events and interventions provide with useful tips on how to engage people and
encourage them to volunteer for their community.
The publication is available at the following link in English:
http://www.governance.sk/index.php?id=2090
Short Films:
Some of the discussions and volunteering or participatory planning events were recorded
and made into short films, which are available on Vimeo.com or Youtube.com at the
following links:
Short Film from Prague, the Czech Republic:
http://vimeo.com/kameramancz/review/80480134/28bfb87785
Short Film from Prievidza, Slovakia: http://vimeo.com/82007542, http://vimeo.com/84386516
Short Film from Kashar - Tirana, Albania: http://vimeo.com/84382146
Short film from Siret, Romania: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaxk0OXdPDE
Website:
The websitehttp://c4c.governance.skcreated for the purpose of the project was the main
source of information. All information related to the events and activities was published
mostly on this website.
Media coverage:
Throughout the project we were in contact with media and informed them about every event
and progress made. Together with our partners we ensured media coverage of volunteering
events and discussions in different partner towns as well as amedia coverage of the final
four-day conference in Bratislava.
Slovak Governance Institute promoted its events (volunteering event and discussion in
Prievidza and Bratislava – NovéMesto, and final conference City for citizens, citizens for city)
online on our website (http://www.governance.sk), on the project website
(https://c4c.governance.sk) and on our social media – Facebook (FB) fanpage of the
Institute (https://facebook.com/institut.sgi) and of the project Odkazprestarostu.sk, which
was a starting point of this project (https://www.facebook.com/odkazprestarostu). For the

final conference, we also created FB event, which we fed with the information regularly
(https://www.facebook.com/events/617253261673789/). The support of the project from the
EC Programme Europe for Citizens was mentioned in offline and online materials as well.
The conference gained significant media coverage in Slovakia. Just to mention few of them:
1.http://www.citylife.sk/ina-akcia/mesto-pre-ludi-ludia-pre-mesto-kc-dunaj-bratislava March,
online portal, City life (invitation)
2.http://www.kamdomesta.sk/bratislava/kulturne-institucie/centra-kultury/kulturne-centrumdunaj/mesto-pre-ludi-ludia-pre-mesto March, online portal, Kam do mesta (invitation)
3. http://mladez.sk/ponuka/mesto-pre-ludi/March, online portal for youth, Mladez.sk
(invitation)
4. http://i-lemon.sk/index.php?log=clanok&uid=16193rd March, online portal, i-lemon.sk
(report + invitation)
5. 21st March, RTVS, Public Broadcasting Service, Radio Devin, (interview – guest in the
radio show)
6. http://slovensko.rtvs.sk/clanok/spolocnost/projekt-odkaz-pre-starostu30th March 2014,
RTVS, Public Broadcasting Service, Radio Slovakia, (report)
7.http://www.mixcloud.com/radiofm/zive-mesto_fm3132014/?utm_campaign=notification_new_upload&utm_medium=email&utm_source=notifi
cation&utm_content=html31st March 2014, RTVS, Public Broadcasting Service, Radio FM,
Show ŽivéMesto (Vibrant City): (interview – guest at the radio show)
8.http://ba.regina.rtvs.sk/clanok/rubriky/z-regionov/o-nas-mesto-pre-ludi?currentPage=12nd
April 2014, RTVS, Public Broadcasting Service, Radio Regina (report)
The national events also attracted attention of the media. We estimate to had addressed
with specific media coverage hundreds thousands people in all partner countries.

